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Saturday November 5, 2022 at 4pm

Welcome .........................................................Babz Rawls Ivy

Movimiento Cultural  ....... Bomba Music of Resistance 
and Healing!

Leila Hyder ...................................  “Eat by Candace Jones”

Julia Weston  ................................. “The Recurring Dream 
by Psalmeyene 24”

Tae Fetty ............................................ “Pray 4 The Industry”

Jacqueline Brown  ....................“The Trial of Lucy Gunns 
by Joy Harris”

Jelin Tyler  .......................................................... “Face 2 Face”

Yexandra Diaz .........Skipping Stones in Muddy Waters
Can You Taste It

Blaque Noire
God Body 
Surrender

Robot Monster

VISUAL ARTISTS:

Thanks to Creative Arts Workshop 
for curating today’s gallery.

Eric March  .............................  “Study for Middle Passage”

Mosho Olagunju  ................................. “Lauren’s Journey”

Kim Weston  ........................................................... “Freedom”

Noel Muse

Aileen Ishmael  ........................................................“Warrior”  

Christian Curiel

Ruby Gonzalez

Our community program, Elm City’s Finest, is a 
celebration highlighting the amazing artists in the 
Greater New Haven community. This vibrant public 
art series will include performing artists, visual artists, 
and storytelling. These artists will have a new and 
historic platform to help amplify their voices while 
representing stories from the region where they live. 
Elm City’s Finest aims to provide opportunities for 
local artists to perform on New Haven’s treasured 
Shubert Theatre stage.

Made possible with funding from the City of New 
Haven and the American Rescue Plan Act.

PERFORMING ARTISTS:

TAE FETTY is an 18 year old American Artist who just 
graduated from a New Haven, Connecticut highschool. 
He has a wide variety of talent such as producing, 
curating, engineering, performing, songwriting and 
the ability to capitalize on new and futuristic sounds. 
Fetty is an all around musician! He is set in perfect line 
to become a staple in the industry! To stay up to date 
on all releases follow Tae Fetty on Instagram @tae.fetty

MOVIMIENTO CULTURAL AFRO-CONTINENTAL, INC. 

Movimiento Cultural Afro-Continental, Inc., a non-profit 
promoting Puerto Rican heritage through music and 
dance in New Haven, and throughout Connecticut.

Movimiento Cultural Afro-Continental (MCAC), Inc., 
is a cultural, arts and community based organization. 
Our mission is to educate people across Connecticut 
about Puerto Rico’s rich African-based folklore, music, 
dance, and other art forms, especially the Bomba, 
which is the oldest Puerto Rican dance and music style 
rooted in resistance and dating back to the days of 
slavery. The goal is to build and foster racial tolerance, 
relationships, alliances, and cultural awareness among 
community groups. MAC’s group leaders are highly 
respected cultural workers who have engaged in this 
art form for decades.

The origins of the Bomba music and dance date 
back to 16th-century Africa and the advent of the 
slave trade. Bomba became an important means of 
communicating the political and social conditions of 
these colonial times, and served as a form of cultural 
resistance for those in bondage. Bomba adapted again 
with the emancipation of slaves in Puerto Rico in 1873. 
For generations now bomba has remained central to 
the community, with the drum acting as an instrument 
of social and artistic expression and entertainment 
and the lyrics often speaking to community sentiment 
and/or social conditions of the day. More recently, 
Bomba’s resilient spirit has become more pronounced 
in the face of Puerto Rico’s economic crisis and the vast 
devastation caused by Hurricane Maria in 2017. During 
the height of the Hurricane Maria crisis, “bombazos” 
were held throughout the island, bringing together 
community residents to dance, sing and provide 
temporary respite from the crisis facing the island and 
its residents.
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ROBOT MONSTER The question is too often posed: 
“Will rock music ever return?” It’s already here. 

Look no further than ROBOT MONSTER, an irreverent 
and seemingly effortless duo, with their boots 
planted equally in rhythm and philosophy and fists 
full of melody, authenticity, and charm.

In 2020, guitarist Will Brennan and drummer Logan 
Sidle weaponized Instagram and TikTok with scrappy 
appearances in backyards and junkyards, quickly 
earning supportive comments and direct messages 
from the diverse likes of Skrillex, Fred Durst, and 
Wesley Schultz of The Lumineers.

The magnetism of their musicianship and creativity 
quickly drew producer Jacquire King (Kings Of Leon, 
Buddy Guy, Tom Waits). King guided the New Haven, 
Connecticut duo as they collectively sharpened 
an identity and vision for what became ROBOT 
MONSTER. The band took shape without sacrificing, 
limiting, or overly complicating the initial spark, 
which quickly attracted so many.

On their self-titled debut album they summon the 
enduring strength of stripped-down, bluesy rock 
n’ roll with the feel of indie rock and punkish power. 
Songs like the riff-oriented and hooky groove monster 
“Caged,” the moody “Cargo Cult,” the expansively 
melodious “King of Everything,” and the atmospheric 
“When We Sang” confirm ROBOT MONSTER is a 
genuine force of nature.

Both guys are in their twenties yet fully cognizant of 
the timeless appeal of what they’ve begun. “I think it’s 
refreshing to see young people playing rock music, 
passionately and authentically,” Sidle reasons. “The 
piano never went away. I don’t think guitars and 
drums will ever disappear, either.”

JELIN  TYLER  Jelin Tyler, formally known as “Jaz,” was 
born and raised in New Haven, Connecticut where he 
spent his child bopping out to Michael Jackson in his 
family’s living room. Today, the young talent creates 
music with Grammy award-winning/nominated singer-
songwriters and producers while dabbling in acting 
as well. Jelin Tyler is currently signed to Squad Studio 
Entertainment and managed by Musicbox Recording 
Group as he works on becoming music’s next ICON.

SPOKEN WORD/STORYTELLING:

JACQUE BROWN University trained, Actress Jacque 
Brown has been a part of theater since a young 
age. She’s played roles from Shakespeare, Lorraine 
Hansbury, August Wilson, Ntozake Shange, Sharece 
M. Sellem, Joy Harris, and A.K. Payne. Jacque’s pursuit 
of acting has landed her on stages in CT, NY, and film 
sets in ATL. She is an excellent acting coach, writer, 
yogi, and enjoys time outside with nature, with God. 
She looks forward to her future working as an award-
winning actress and adding her name to the list of 
greatest performers of all time.

YEXANDRA  ‘YEX’  DIAZ is a multi-disciplinary artist and 
professional whose oeuvre is her sobering expression 
of what it is to exist in a world of resistance, resilience, 
and revolution during a new era of renaissance rooted 
in healing. Chicago born and New Haven raised, the 
polarizing reality of oppression juxtaposed alongside 
privilege inspires Yex, an Oral Narrator to employ the 
art of spoken word as a vehicle for messages that 
raise awareness around social and environmental 
injustices. Yex’s voice is an instrument utilized to 
highlight, heal, and honor by marrying thought with 
speech to convey the pain and plight turned purpose 
of those negatively impacted by oppressive systems. 
Yex’s style uplifts afro-indigenous storytelling while 
evoking radical spiritualism to rewrite the dangerous 
single narratives which plague stigmatized peoples. 
As an overall Community Advocate, Yex serves many 
roles ranging from a Birth Doula and Educator to a 
Facilitator developing and delivering trainings rooted 
in addressing racial inequities. all of which are displayed 
through her body of work.

LEILA HYDER Leila Hyder (she/her) is a junior at 
Hopkins School in New Haven, CT. She is so grateful 
for this opportunity and would like to give a shout-out 
to Julius Stone and Jacque Brown for being amazing 
mentors, her friends and peers for encouraging 
feedback, and her family for supporting her through 
this journey! Most importantly, she would like to thank 
Long Wharf Theatre for giving her the platform to 
share her love for acting with different audiences.

JULIA WESTON Julia Weston is thrilled to be 
performing on the Shubert Stage for the first time! 
She is a current Junior at Watkinson, studying acting 
as a part of her high-school’s Creative Arts program, 
and looks forward to pursuing theatre in college 
and beyond. She is excited to perform this special 
monologue for you all, and hopes you enjoy!

RESTAURANTS AND BREWERIES:

Complementary Light Bites will be
 provided by the following restaurants:

(While supplies last)

Anchor Spa
Jacks Bar & Steakhouse

Chacra- Pisco Bar
Fest Faves

Rhythm Brewery

Shubert Theatre is proud to 
welcome the following vendors: 

Wow Creative Design Group
Elm City Candles
Cambria New Haven
Gina Dwyer
Taneka Closet
Affinity Credit Union
Job Corp America
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